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Dynamics Processors
dbx 160 (2) Studio A
dbx 165a (2) Studio A
dbx 902 (2) Studio A
Empirical Labs Distressor EL8SX (British Mod) Studio A
Fairchild 670 Stereo Limiter Studio A
GML 8900 Series II Stereo Limiter Studio A
Neve 33609 Stereo Limiter Studio A
Neve 32264a (6) Studio A
SSL G-384 Stereo Compressor Studio A
SPL Transient Designer Studio A
Summit Audio TLA-100 Studio A
Teletronix LA-2A (2) Studio A
TubeTech CL-1B Studio A
Universal Audio LA-3 (2) Studio A
Urei 1176LN (4) Studio A
Urei 1178 Studio A
dbx 160 (2) Studio B
dbx 160x (2) Studio B
dbx 162 Studio B
dbx 165a (2) Studio B
dbx 902 De-Esser (4) Studio B
Drawmer DS201 Gate Studio B
Empirical Labs Distressor EL8SX (British Mod) Studio B
Fairchild 670 Stereo Limiter Studio B
Neve 33609 Stereo Limiter Studio B
SSL G384 Stereo Compressor Studio B
SPL Transient Designer (4chan) Studio B
Teletronix LA-2A (2) Studio B
Tube Tech CL-1B Studio B
Universal Audio LA-3 (2) Studio B
Urei LA-4 (2) Studio B
Urei 1176 LN Comp/Limiter (4) Studio B
Urei 1178 Studio B
UREI 1176 LN Studio C
TubeTech CL-1B Studio C
